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RoboThink
@ Home

Programme



INSPIRING AND NURTURING

THE NEXT 
GENERATION OF
STEM LEADERS

At RoboThink, we look to impact every child’s life 
positively through our engaging STEM programmes. 

Call us today to find out more about how we inspire 
the children to learn about STEM.



Introduction to RoboThink

Introduction
RoboThink is an edu-tainment program offering fun and exciting robotics and coding programmes
where young engineers, tinkerers and builders can explore the exciting world of Science, 
Technology, Engineering & Mathematics (STEM). The RoboThink Programmes are hands-on 
learning experiences where students can use our
robotics kit to design and build robots of
all shapes, sizes and functions.

For the child, it's fun play. For the parent,
it’s a great educational tool! RoboThink’s
products, programmes and curriculum are
designed by teachers and engineers to
maximise academic benefits for students.

RoboThink Programmes cultivate creativity,
problem-solving capabilities and an
interest for learning through project-based
robotics, coding and engineering activities.

Why Learn Robotics & Coding?
Robotics and coding are important skills for the future. Robotics together with coding brings 
something tangible for students to learn through. Children learn better applying what they learn to 
practice, which is why we approach things through a hands-on approach.

Benefits of RoboThink’s Programmes

Our programmes are designed for students to learn 
independently – using their thinking skills and 
creativity to solve problems they encounter. Our
trained instructors provide guidance but leave the
heavy lifting to the students to maximize
self-discovery and self-learning.

Why? It is simply because students should be 
encouraged to learn independently, develop critical 
thinking and practice problem solving skills. These 
skills are pivotal to any workplace (or even being an 
entrepreneur) in the future!
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“Everybody in this country should learn to program a 
computer, because it teaches you how to think”

– Steve Jobs



Introduction to RoboThink

Our Range of Programmes
RoboThink’s programmes are available to you via a multitude of delivery channels – both physical & 
online channels are available!.
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RoboThink 
Online

RoboThink
@ School

RoboThink
@ Home

RoboThink 
Workshops 

& Camps

DELIVERY 
METHODS

RoboThink 
@ Centre

RoboThink Learning 
Centre programmes, 

delivered in the comfort 
of your home

Short Online 
classroom-based 

themed programmes

Levelled program, 
individualized approach 

to learning

Classroom-based 
levelled program, 

delivered in your school

Short programmes
through themed

Camps & Workshops 

Delivery with 
Instructor 

through our 
Virtual STEM 
Classrooms

RoboThink 
Custom
Events

Customised games & 
activities for children



Introduction to RoboThink

What makes RoboThink different?

Our Hardware & Software
RoboThink’s unique Robotics Kits are designed to stimulate problem 
solving and thinking skills. They are proprietary line of STEM products –
meaning no other provider has this unique kit.

In the design process, every minute detail is considered and our 
products are manufactured to exact specifications. We use only the best 
quality plastics and tooling machines in the manufacturing process.

Our software is an excellent tool to introduce students to the world of 
computer programming. Our software engineers breakdown and 
simplify coding concepts and tools into visual figures and processes to 
make it easy for students to understand these topics.

Our Curriculum
The best method to learning is a step-by-step approach. By breaking
down concepts into manageable chunks, students progress at a
comfortable pace while developing self-confidence.

Our staff of engineers and teachers are constantly updating the
curriculum with new and innovative ways to make learning about
STEM easier and more fun.

The RoboThink Method
We believe that learning happens best through self-discovery and 
exploration. In our programmes, students are encouraged to build but 
make modifications or re-design as they see fit.

During this crucial time, there is an explosion of brain activity as 
students must imagine how a re-designed model works and what 
process they should come up with to complete the re-design.
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RoboThink Learning Centre
Programmes

RobThink @ Centre and RoboThink @ Home runs the same Learning Centre programmes. They only 
differ in their delivery methods. RoboThink @ Home takes our popular RoboThink Learning Centre 
programmes and brings them into your homes!

Our RoboThink Learning Centre Programmes
There are 2 programmes to choose from for RoboThink @ Home:
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ROBOTHINKER ROBOCODERROBOTHINKER 
JUNIOR

Ideal for 5 to 7 year olds

Combines Robotics & Coding
Max. class size: 8 students

Ideal for 8 to 15 year olds

Robotics + Coding
(focus on Robotics)

Max. class size: 10 students

Ideal for 9 to 15 year olds

Coding + Robotics
(focus on Coding)

Max. class size: 10 students

Comparison between 
Delivery Methods

RoboThink @ Centre RoboThink @ Home

Programmes
Available

RoboThinker Junior
RoboThinker
RoboCoder

RoboThinker
RoboCoder

Delivery Method Students attend weekly 1¼ (Jr) to 
1½  hour classes in one of our 
Learning Centres.

Students attends weekly 1 ½ hour 
classes in the comfort of their own 
homes.

Resources Available ❑ RoboThink Kits will be available 
at the Learning Centres

❑ Instructor to help trouble-shoot 
in class.

❑ RoboThink Kits will be delivered 
to your home

❑ Online trouble-shooting videos 
also accessible at convenience.



RoboThink @ Home Programme

Programme Progression
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ROBOTHINKER ROBOCODER
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New Students
8 to 15 year olds

New Students
9 to 15 year olds
(with robotics & 

engineering knowledge)

Optional
Transfers
for those

wanting to
focus more on 

coding

7 Levels
12 Lessons per Level
1½ hours class/week

3 Levels
12 Lessons per Level
1½ hours class/week



The RoboThinker

Introduction
The RoboThinker Programmes is a structured
and curriculum-based engineering program
where students from 8 to 15 years old build
dynamic robotics models.

Academic Benefits
✓ Encourages self-motivated and exploratory learning

✓ Nurtures process-oriented thinking

✓ Nurtures creativity and creative problem solving

✓ Develops critical thinking and problem-solving skills

Instructions
The RoboThinker programme’s lesson plans make it easy and fun for students to learn how to build 
robotics models of all shapes, sizes and functions! 
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Available on RoboThink @ Centre & RoboThink @ Home



The RoboThinker

Curriculum
The RoboThinker Programme covers robotics, engineering and coding concepts comprehensively. 
The RoboThinker Programme covers 5 basic aspects of robotics. The 5 aspects are covered 
through our levelled curriculum to help students progress through the concepts easily.

5 Aspects of Robotics Covered 7 Levels of RoboThinker Programme

Format
Weekly Classes
The RoboThinker Programme covers robotics, engineering and coding
concepts comprehensively. Every week, students build models and
complete fun robotics projects.
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Blocks
Introduction to RoboThink blocks and 
building basic block-based models.

Gears & DC Motors
Introduction to various gears and 
axles as well as the DC Motor. Study 
of transforming and transferring 
motion.

Mainboard & Wired Remote
Introduction to intermediate level 
electronics. Study of robots that move 
and are controllable.

Sensors
Introduction to various types of 
sensors. Study of autonomous robots 
and understanding sensor 
electronics.

Wireless Remote & Servo Motor
Introduction to advanced electronics. 
Study of using high precision parts 
and application of all parts to build 
advanced designs.

Mechanical Systems & Switch

Advanced Mechanical Systems

Core Electronic Components

Advanced Electronic Components

Servo Motors

Coding using RoCoMi

Advanced Coding using RoCoMi
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The RoboCoder

Introduction
The RoboCoder is a combination of coding and robotics. Students learn the principles of coding 
through our coding software RoCode and, in some lessons, given challenges to code robots that 
they design and build to achieve the required objectives.

Academic Benefits
✓ Study of real programming concepts

✓ Application of hardware and software in solutions to real problems

✓ Encourages self-motivated and exploratory learning

✓ Early exposure to technology, robotics and understanding how
computers work, and interfaces with robots in real life

✓ Develops critical thinking and problem-solving skills

Instruction
The RoboCoder offers a step-by-step lesson plans and
accompanying workbooks for the entirety of the programme!
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Available on RoboThink @ Centre & RoboThink @ Home



RoboThink @ Home

How Does It Work?
Master Engineer RoboThink Instructors
RoboThink Online Programmes are led by engaging teachers. 
They are fully background checked and trained on RoboThink’s
methods. We’re sure your child will love working with 
RoboThink’s instructors.

RoboThink Virtual STEM Classroom
RoboThink’s Online Classroom with live teaching (not pre-
recorded videos), interactive class, virtual “raise-hand” feature 
and it’s easy to use and engaging for students. Plus, students can 
log in from anywhere!

What You Need
Equipment
You will need to have:

✓ Windows, Mac or Chromebook device with keyboard,
mouse/touchpad, webcam and a microphone.

✓ Google Chrome Browser (preferred)

✓ Broadband Internet Connectivity

✓ iPads or tablets do not work!

Test Your Equipment
A few days before the class, test your equipment and make sure it’s ready for the Virtual STEM 
Classroom at: 

www.myrobothink.com/test

Ready to Go!
Make sure your child is in a quiet environment. Feel free to watch or help your child. Got questions? 
E-mail or call your Instructor.
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Hi there, 
welcome to 
RoboThink!

http://www.myrobothink.com/test


The RoboThink Edge

RoboThink Hardware
RoboThink uses a proprietary RoboThink Robotics Kit developed with ease-of-use and flexibility in 
mind. With no messy connectors and screws, students can build projects quickly and focus more 
creativity!
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The RoboThink Edge

Coding Platforms
RoboThink developed three different coding platforms for our students of different ages. Through 
these three coding platforms, students are able to build and code robots that runs programmes
they write!

RoKids / RoKids Plus

RoComi

RoCode
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❑ Designed for 5-7 year olds.
❑ Teaches sequencing, wait and 

loops.
❑ Connects wirelessly with 

RoboThink kit via Bluetooth.
❑ Touch interface for younger 

students.

❑ Designed for 7 year olds & up.
❑ Teaches sequencing, wait, 

loops, if, if & else, digital & 
analog values.

❑ Connects wirelessly with 
RoboThink kit via Bluetooth.

❑ Touch interface for younger 
students.

❑ Designed for 9 year olds & up.
❑ Teaches sequencing, wait, 

loops, if, if & else, digital & 
analog values, functions, lists 
and variables.

❑ Block Mode & Python Mode
❑ Connects with USB
❑ Click and drag

Block Mode Python Mode



The RoboThink Edge

RoboThink Instructional Model
The RoboThink instructional model is a learning system which is based on 4 theories. These 
theories provide the background that underpins RoboThink’s methodology to extract the maximum 
benefits to the students..
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The RoboThink Edge

Our Accolades & Recognitions
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The RoboThink Edge

Our Accolades & Recognitions
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